Over 23 countries in 12 months and on the verge of conquering every continent (except Antarctica) the Holophone has heard it all.

Project Harvest began late 2005 with one purpose, to successfully record up to 7.1 channels of EVERYTHING! Joss Gardner and Craig Loftus, with the assistance of Wave Recording Studios, set out to gather sounds from the globe in the pursuit of creating the highest quality surround sound library. To accomplish such a task there was no doubt the Holophone H2-Pro would be needed. With its ability to record up to 7.1 channels and its plug ‘n’ play capability the H2-Pro has successfully captured everyday sounds of the world and will continue to do so for the next 12 months.

To learn more about Project Harvest and to follow the guys on their incredibly journey go to  www.projectharvest.blogspot.com